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Parshat Shemot: A rabbi and an atheist walk into a synagogue… – Faith in God vs. knowledge of God  

While perusing the internet for a funny "a rabbi, an atheist, and a priest walk into a bar" joke with 

which to open this sermon, I came across a few atheist jokes—some better than others. One 

touches on the denial of God's existence: "Why can’t atheists solve exponential equations? 

Because they don’t believe in Higher Powers." Ouch. 

This one was a bit funnier. It deals with the need for empirical proof. "Why did the atheist cross 

the road? He thought there might be another side. But he wouldn’t believe it until he tested his 

hypothesis."  

Okay, I admit, not the best. I never did find that super-funny rabbi/atheist/priest joke I was 

looking for. But I think the two jokes—however painful they were to hear—do offer a nice segue 

into our topic this Shabbat: faith in God versus knowledge of God. 

1. A modern debate 

And I will open with a real-life "a rabbi and an atheist walk into…" a synagogue episode—which 

took place on a cold November night back in 2007. Rabbi David Wolpe, the charismatic rabbi of 

the Conservative synagogue, Sinai Temple in LA, and Dr. Sam Harris, the acclaimed author of 

the atheist best-seller The End of Faith, engaged in a riveting back-and-forth on a topic for the 

ages: Does God exist? Everyone in the crowd could anticipate the speakers' bottom-line answer to 

this question already at the get-go. It was the discourse and process that made this debate fascinating. 

Rabbi Wolpe's main argument was that when one discusses the existence of G-d, one is no way 

engaging in scientific discourse. Faith in God is an experience and an orientation. Our minds are 

limited; science is a "narrow" discipline. But we have Godliness in us, Wolpe explains. And this is 

what teaches us of the existence of a Higher Power. In his own words: "Religion is not a belief in 

a proposition. It's an orientation towards life. …. It's not that someone says to me, 'Okay, here’s 

all the evidence from column A and here's the evidence from column B. Now which one do you 

decide on?' … You don't evaluate a religious belief scientifically."  

Dr. Harris was far from convinced, highlighting, on his view, amusing and often dangerous sides 

of religion and Scripture in order to disprove the God of the Bible. He discussed methodology, 

inquiring: "Do we ever have to believe anything on insufficient evidence?"  When asked, "What is 

sufficient evidence?" He responded, "It's the kind of evidence everyone in this room demands on 

every subject but religion." According to Harris, one must approach the question of God's 

existence through the medium of science and rigorous intellectual investigation. We do this in all 

areas of our lives. Religion and belief in God should not get a pass. 

The captivating intellectual dance continued on for over an hour and a half. When the bell finally 

rang, the two shook hands and left for their respective communities. 

Who won the debate? Well, I suppose it depends on who you ask. Like the good Youtube junkie 

that I am, I scanned the comments section beneath the debate video for reactions.  From the—

oftentimes weird and illegible—Youtube comments section, it appears that both came out victorious. 

Many provided support for Rabbi Wolpe, and many promoted Sam Harris' approach.  

2. Maimonides 
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This debate is far from settled. It has been going on now for millennia. In fact, antecedents to 

these two approaches were voiced already a thousand years ago by two medieval luminaries, 

Maimonides and Rabbi Yehuda Halevi.  

Many interpret the Rambam as taking the scientific approach to belief in the existence of God. In 

his Guide (1, 50) he states, "Bear in mind that by 'faith' we do not understand merely that which 

is uttered with the lips. … For belief … is conceived in the mind." Faith in God, and for that 

matter, faith in general, is not predicated upon superficial utterances of the lips. It doesn't stem 

from emotions or intuition, either. Belief is "conceived" via one's intellect. 

In his Mishneh Torah (Avoda Zara 1, 3), he brings an example. Abraham sought out God with 

his intellect, probing the universe: 

 אפשר אי כי ?אותו יסבב ומי מנהיג לו יהיה ולא תמיד נוהג הזה הגלגל שיהיה אפשר היאך' :תמיה והיה
  !'עצמו את שיסבב

How is it possible for the universe to continue revolving without anyone behind the wheel? 

There must be a first cause! 

Abraham scientifically scrutinized the world and at age forty became a true believer. Although 

Sam Harris' science is vastly different from Maimonides', the two share a common orientation. 

Belief in God for Maimonides and disbelief for Dr. Harris stem from scientific probing.  

3. Rabbi Yehuda Halevi 

On the flip side, Rabbi Yehuda Halevi, a mystic who lived a century before Maimonides, aligns 

with the Rabbi Wolpe experiential approach. Like Rambam, Rabbi Halevi uses Abraham as the 

paradigm for his approach to belief (Kuzari 4, 17). But this time, it is Abraham's faith in God 

through experience and sense that is praised. God specifically told Abraham, "Avail yourself of all of 

those scientific and philosophical arguments. Get to know me through experience!"!  

What's wrong with scientific proofs? Proofs do not provide a direct connection to Hashem. And 

they aren't solid. Every proof has its rebuttal. In his words, "The philosophers never agree on 

one thing!" (Kuzari 1, 13) 

Rabbi Yehuda Halevi uses a source-text from our Parsha in support of his argument. When God 

appears to Moshe in the burning bush, he tells him to present God before Pharoah as the God of 

the Hebrews (Shemot 3, 18).  

 'עלינו. נקרה העברים אלוהי ה'' ,אליו ואמרתם מצרים מלך אל ישראל וזקני אתה באתו

The God of the Hebrews sent us, saying, "Let us out of Egypt to worship our God!" 

Hashem guided Moshe to present an argument from history and experience. Instead of talking to 

Pharoah about proofs of the God who created the earth, dive right into the God of the Hebrews—the 

God who performed miracles two thousand years after creation—for Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. 

(Kuzari 1, 10-25) 

4. Finding our way to belief 

We have learned of two approaches: experience versus knowledge of God. Rabbi Wolpe in 2007 

and Rabbi Yehuda Halevi in the eleventh century prefer experiential faith. They stress the frailty 

of the human intellect and the certainty of individual faith. Maimonides and Dr. Harris highlight 
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intellectual investigation. Maimonides believes that through intellection one will arrive at 

knowledge of God; while for Harris, science doesn't provide solid evidence for God's existence. 

This debate is far from over. It extends to the High Middle Ages, as we have seen, and much 

before that. I would, however, like to throw my hat in the ring here and offer a few thoughts. 

When I talked about the Youtube comments, I mentioned that each side of the Harris/Wolpe 

debate had its supporters and detractors. No one really "won" by unanimous decision. I think 

this point is relevant.  

I always get a bit squeamish when I hear blanket guidelines for how we should approach Hashem. 

I am sure that as I am giving this dvar Torah right now, there are those of you listening who are 

rooting on the Wolpes and Halevis of the philosophical world; while there are yet others who 

totally connect to Sam Harris' and Maimonides' methodology. In my opinion, this split reflects a 

real divergence in personalities that should not be flattened by blanket directives on the correct 

path for everyone. 

In believe the real work in our cultivation of faith and belief in Hashem entails a two-step process. 

First, we have to listen to ourselves. Some of us are more rationally inclined. We seek out the 

scientific and practical answers in our lives. Experience is not strong evidence for us. Others in 

the group feel the opposite: "Hey, you can prove all you want, but I know Hashem exists and 

experience Hashem in my life." And some of us, perhaps most of us, fall somewhere in the 

middle on the spectrum between knowledge and experiential faith, leaning this way or the other. 

But the first step is to really know what drives us. How do we connect to reality? Through which 

faculty do we predominantly absorb information from the world? 

The second step is discovering a path that works for us based on these reflections. The more 

rationally oriented should be encouraged to work out the issues rationally. הפוך בה הפוך בה search 

and search, like Rambam's Abraham, who sought out scientific truth. 

Those of us more experientially inclined can find what we need in more experiential and mystical 

works. Philosophy and science can operate as ancillary support for Rabbi Yehuda Halevi's 

experiential Abraham model.  

And those of us who connect to both worlds, in whatever permutations, should map out our 

own paths, learning from both Abrahams, from the scientific God and from Rabbi Halevi's God of 

the Hebrews.  

What is paramount is our commitment to engage in the God-discourse and the drive to grow and 

search. The path will open up before us and work itself out, God willing, as we embark on our 

own Abrahamic לך לך.  

 

A medieval mystic, a medieval rationalist, a Conservative rabbi, and a modern atheist walk into a 

bar. On their way in, they see a rabbi, an atheist, and a priest swiftly exiting the premises. The 

exiting group grabs the newcomers and warns them, "This joke just bombed on the internet! We 

have to get out of here. Leave quickly, with us, before it creeps its way into the Shabbat sermon 

as well!"  

Shabbat Shalom 


